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social good issue

millions of people 





strengthsembrace your 





bootstrap
We need a 
Bootstrap…

KYLE RUSH, DEPUTY CTO





bootstrap
…and it needs 
a good name.

KYLE RUSH, DEPUTY CTO







😳 Broke the homepage of hillaryclinton.com 
🚀 Launched a site for oppositional content 
❤ ️Built design system used by dozens of apps 
📈 Created a dashboard for caucus data 
♿ Led effort for accessibility compliance 
🎨 Implemented redesign of hillaryclinton.com 
📝 Helped build a custom CMS for new site 
🗣 ️Ran tech talk series 
🎉 Had the time of my life
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couture

Pantsuit turned our tech 
products into a couture 

collection – each app 
individually crafted 
with unifying motifs 

that tied them together.

KYLE LUCOVSKY, Engineer, Voter Team



couture

It was hands down 
the best tool we had 
at our disposal on the 

campaign ❤️.

KYLE LUCOVSKY, Engineer, Voter Team
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📷  Scott Schiller
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https://twitter.com/MinaMarkham/status/771019251750735872
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I love my 
college 
calculator!
HILLARY CLINTON, Buzzfeed







criticism
Take criticism 

seriously, but 
not personally.

HILLARY CLINTON, Living History



The Day I Almost Quit



Go to hillaryclinton.com
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on your haters.twirl
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reddit

https://www.reddit.com/r/The_Donald/comments/53quh5/
meet_mina_markham_the_designer_of_hillarys_ui/
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WASTELAND
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infuriate
Part of the personal attacks… is to 

crush your spirit, to make you 
feel inadequate. I refused and 

that infuriated them even more.
HILLARY CLINTON, April 6, 2017, the Women in the World Summit
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Source: https://twitter.com/lizzaretsky/status/855042702278307840
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HFA Design Team
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With 
Her

Ida Woldemichael
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